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Sisters of Iron
In all of her years as a Church ward, Lucie had never 
felt helplessness until that night.  The nuns and monks 

whispered prayers, yet men, women, and even the 
smallest children were still dying.

Janet K. Nicolson

fiction

As Lucie straightened the books in the church’s sacristy, a sharp 
wail overtook the melodic tones of the night prayer issuing from the 
sanctuary. She paused, fingers tracing the spines of the illuminated 
volumes, and closed her eyes. The wail intensified, and she realized 
it wasn’t a single voice, but many discordant ones, and coming from 
outside the walls of the Greater St. Martin Church.

“Blessed Mother,” she whispered, gathering her tunic in a hand 
before sprinting out of the library and down the adjoining corridor. 
Worn stones clacked under her feet, temporarily muffled as she passed 
the sanctuary proper and the voices of the church masked the outside 
world. They would not hear the clamour, at least until the conclusion 
of St. Bartholemy’s mass.

“By the Lord! Lucie, what are you doing awake?” Sacrist Agathe 
met her at the church’s entrance, worried eyes flashed beneath the 
nun’s veil as she slammed the outer door. “May the Death pass me 
over if you do not scare me to my fate, first.”

Lucie blushed and bowed to the woman. “I’m sorry. I could not 
sleep and thought I might make myself useful. You were outside? Is it 
the Plague Angel?”

Agathe crossed herself and glanced about. “Do not invoke the 
people’s superstition. No, the Death is not here. This is the work of 
men. And soon, it will become our work.” She moved to leave, then 
glanced at Lucie. “I must notify the abbess. Our beds will be full 
tonight with the wounded. Keep the light in your heart. The night is 
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full of darkness.” Then she disappeared into the shadowed corridor, 
the crisp whiteness of her veil flashing under filtered moonlight.

Shuddering, Lucie turned to the wood doors, whispered a prayer 
to Saint Michael, and threw open the gates. 

The twilight sky was a deep amber. Smoke and flames rose above 
distant rooftops. And unimpeded by the thick walls of the church, the 
screams were deafening. Lucie dropped to her knees. 

The Jewish quarter of Cologne was burning.

“We need more bandages,” Abbess Kethe shouted, pointing at 
a pair of monks whose habits were drenched from the chest to the 
waist in blood and cinders. She strode through the sanctuary, which 
had been turned into a makeshift hospice between pews, her dark eyes 
flashing from patient to patient. “Redeemer grant us strength, this is 
the true stench of wickedness. Blessed be those who heal the sick, for 
they are Christ-like and imbued with the Holy Spirit!”

Lucie watched from the corner, where she helped a nun bandage 
the arm of a young man. He wheezed as the cloth tightened around 
the burn. They had applied a poultice and cream, but the damage 
was extensive, and Lucie suspected he would not keep the arm. She 
brushed the man’s sweaty forehead, blessed him, then stood.

In all of her years as a Church ward, Lucie had never felt 
helplessness until that night.  The nuns and monks whispered prayers, 
yet men, women, and even the smallest children were still dying.

“Was the Flagellants,” a woman said nearby. “They marched 
through the streets with torches and whips, shouting for us to make 
penance for our sins to appease the Plague Angel. Then they lit the 
homes and the shops.”

The only sins Lucie knew they had committed were not being 
of the Church. She had heard stories, about the Brotherhood of the 
Flagellants proclaiming the Death was a form of divine retribution. 
She hadn’t believed it, herself, even after the Flagellants had arrived 
in Cologne a month earlier. 

“The Church abandoned us,” the woman continued. “They 
marched together, called for the Lord to smite us. No, keep your 
apologies and your penance. Your Lord is their Lord, and it has ruined 
us all.”

“Quick, Lucie. Come.”
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Lucie started at Agathe’s voice. The sacrist, usually found amongst 
the books and treasures of the church, wore a heavy scapula covered in 
dried blood and dirt. She clutched a small, glass jar and looked around 
worriedly.

“The abbess is otherwise detained. And so, I need your help.”
“What can we do?” Lucie asked wearily. “We were prepared for 

the Death, not for flames. And not this many at once. Our prayers are 
unanswered.” And if I have heard right, they do not want our prayers 
anyway.

“Words have power, but in coordination with action. We must help 
the Lord in his work.” Agathe led her to a row of cots where those 
most severely injured were kept. Lucie tried to avoid looking at the 
bandaged heads and the charred limbs that were stripped of flesh.

“Take this.” Agathe opened the jar and withdrew a bundle of dried 
plants, then pressed half into Lucie’s hands. “Help me apply it to their 
foreheads.”

Years of training pushed Lucie to obey, for even though she was 
not a nun in creed, she had been raised by them and thought of them 
as her family, particularly Agathe. As they spread the mix about the 
bodies, she felt a strange moment of calm. The din receded, and she 
found a peace she seldom gained through prayer.

And truly, this was not the Church’s prayer.
Their work done, Agathe withdrew an iron knife from inside her 

habit and held the point against her heart.
“No!” Lucie reached for Agathe, but the woman did not move the 

knife.
“Patience,” Agathe whispered. “And witness. Holy Spirit, come 

to me, feel the force of trinity. Teacher, student, patient, three, heal 
thy wounds and blessed be. Take my blood and make it red, fix the 
wounded in their bed. Holy Spirit, blessed three, I give my heart to 
trinity.”

A crimson bead gathered from nowhere along the blade and 
dripped to the floor. It split and ran amongst the stones, filled the 
cracks, then ran up the wooden legs of the cots and into the poultices. 
The plants smoked and caught fire. A breeze lifted the smoke and 
ashes, revealing scabbed skin instead of the burns Lucie had seen only 
moments before.

Agathe slumped against the wall, breathing heavily. “They will 
live.” She pushed aside her scapula and habit to show Lucy her breast, 
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unmarred save a thin scar the width of the knife. “You must tell the 
abbess I have fainted due to hysterics. Can you do that?”

“Of course,” Lucie said. The words felt like a covenant. Not one 
of the faithful, so useless in its ability to heal. But something stronger, 
tangible. Forbidden. “But sacrist, Sister, how did you—”

“Later. Now I must rest.” Her eyes closed.
Genuinely distressed, Lucie shouted, “Abbess! Abbess Kethe! 

Help us, Sister Agathe is hurt!” She felt Agathe’s neck for life. 
Footsteps sounded, but Lucie refused to leave her side, even as a 
group of nuns gathered the woman in their arms and carried her from 
the sanctuary.

“I knew I should have kept you in the sacristy,” The abbess 
admonished. She folded her arms and stared at Agathe, who was being 
attended to in her chambers by several concerned nuns. “The city 
burns, and I am spending my time curing our librarian of the vapours.”

“I never was one for the wonders of the body,” Agathe said, 
winking to Lucie as Kethe turned and threw her arms in the air. “I 
suppose that is how I found the Church.”

“Let us restrict you to books and parchment, then,” the abbess 
said, as she stalked to the door. The other nuns followed. “Try not to 
cut a finger. If you will excuse me. God be with you.”

“And with you.” Agathe smiled slightly as the door slammed. 
“The fire has moved from the streets to her soul, I think. Just as well. 
We were ill-prepared for such an emergency.”

Lucie, seated near a window, looked out. From the third storey she 
could see to the north, where the night sky smoldered red, and dark 
ash clouds obscured the moon. For a moment, the clouds gathered and 
took on the form of a cerulean spirit. She shuddered, and wondered if 
it were the Plague Angel the people spoke of. She rubbed her eyes, and 
when she looked again, the shape had vanished.

“The fire strains our collective vigor,” Agathe said, not having 
noticed the shadow. “When we are finished here, you should sleep. It 
will do us no good to greet the Death while exhausted.”

“The Flagellants will kill us before the Death arrives,” Lucie said. 
“They are misguided. Our Lord would not burn our brothers and sisters 
for our sins. It was St. Bartholemy’s mass tonight. A holy night.”

The sacrist studied her, suddenly contemplative.
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“We have dreaded the arrival of the Death for months, yet our 
kinsmen murder out of the flawed belief that it will save us!” Lucie 
clenched her fingers against the window ledge.

“We knew it was coming,” Agathe said. “We’ve heard rumours 
that the Church is siding with the Flagellants. Their leader, Oswald, 
grows brave. He will expect St. Martin’s to kneel to his cause.”

“I would rather die.”
“And abandon the Church?” Agathe raised an eyebrow. “You are 

no nun yet, but you are devout. To go against the Pope would invite 
the eternal fires of Hell into your soul.”

“I saw Hell last night.” Lucie met the woman’s gaze and held it. 
“I also saw something I cannot explain. Something divine. If I dive 
into torment, I believe I will find you there with me.” She paused. 
“Be truthful. It is the will of Saint Benedict that we attend to the ill. 
But never have I seen you intercede. Why, if you wield such saintly 
abilities?”

“You cannot have the sun without shadow. To avoid attracting 
the darkest spirits, you must find balance.” Agathe sighed. “That is a 
poor answer. You are young, Lucie. Perhaps too young for what I have 
shown you. But I am wounded. I may need help in the coming months, 
as the Death truly approaches. You read your letters well. And it is 
likely best if this secret remains with those who whisper to books.”

“Are you offering to teach me?”
“I am offering you responsibility for something greater than 

yourself. Our Lord Jesus Christ was a healer. Do you accept his work?”
Lucie closed her eyes, and behind the lids she imagined flames 

and writhing bodies alight in the streets.
“I do.”

The dead did not leave St. Martin’s immediately, as the local 
graveyards were inundated. The grave keepers worked through the 
days and nights to bury the bodies. Still the charred corpses remained 
in the streets of the Jewish quarter. Abbess Kethe eventually ordered 
the monks to pile theirs in the laneway beside the church. They 
understood little about the Death, but they did know that as it took 
souls, the departed drew others into its clutches. And it kept the stench 
outside.

As the city gradually returned to functionality, the Flagellants 
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grew bolder in their marches. Lucie watched them from the sacristy 
windows, noting the increasing number of religious practitioners 
joining them as the days passed.

“What do they hope to accomplish?” she asked, as Agathe joined 
her, a collection of texts in her arms. “The latest envoy from the south 
claims the Death is still leagues away.”

“Control, I suppose. To rule when the end is near. It would be 
foolish to believe the Death will never arrive.” The sacrist selected a 
stained, leather volume and opened it to the first page. “These are from 
my personal collection. A benefit of managing the library.” She was 
interrupted by a sequence of racking coughs.

Concerned, Lucie said, “I thought you would have recovered by 
now.”

“Without a proper estimation of their wounds, there was no way 
of knowing how much I gave that night. Such is the trade, and why 
you are here.” She gestured at the book. “We have spoken recently on 
the nature of the world and the spirit. And you have been a studious 
apprentice since the Church took you in. Lucie, I am not as young as I 
once was. I must entrust this knowledge to you before it is lost.”

Lucie accepted the book and rotated it for easier reading. Her 
brows furrowed. “Sacrist, I shouldn’t be holding this.” How had they 
acquired such a sacrilegious book?

“Because it is different than what I have already taught you? No, 
this contains those principles put into physical form. The Picatrix 
collects many older works on the stars and the malecifium. An 
encyclopedia. Of the meaning of words and how to make the meaning 
real. Of giving and taking, and the connection between things where 
the Holy Spirit flows.”

Carefully scripted Latin calligraphy shimmered and wobbled as 
Lucie ran her fingers over the ink. She flipped the pages, pausing on 
an illustration of a malevolent spirit, disconcertingly like the one she 
had seen in the sky.

Agathe noticed her hesitation. “Others have used this text for their 
own gain, or without thought to consequences. There are many very 
real, terrible beings in the world. Few are capable of seeing them, let 
alone opposing them.” She took Lucie’s hand and squeezed it. “You 
must promise me that you will keep this knowledge safe, and use it 
only at the direst of moments. For each of us who understand its true 
meaning and value, there are a thousand more who would burn us 
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as they did the Hebrews. This magic is invisible if it is subtle. It is 
feared if it roars.” She coughed again and brushed blood from her lips. 
“Remember the price.”

The first flakes of winter fell and were crunched under the feet of 
the Flagellants and their horses. Their members had swelled since the 
fire, and Oswald was generally pleased with their renewed fervour 
since they had arrived in Cologne. Several of their new adherents had 
shed their habits and joined them on the streets naked, save for a waist 
cloth and a corded whip to be applied to the back of the Flagellant 
front of them.

“How could we feel cold, when our blood runs so warm?” Oswald 
laughed and slammed the banner he carried into the ground. “Brothers, 
sisters, join us! So many of you have cleaved yourselves to our cause. 
And lo, the Angel spares us her wrath!”

They were attracting more attention than usual. Faces stared from 
behind shutters as they traversed the path in front of the Greater St. 
Martin’s Church, a place Oswald particularly loathed. Of all Cologne’s 
churches, their adherents seemed the most resistant to bend to the true 
cause. Not a single St. Martin’s monk or nun had joined them.

A group of nuns gathered on the church’s steps leered at Oswald 
as the Flagellants passed. Slamming his banner again, Oswald halted 
the march and turned to face them.

“You seal your fate!” When the nuns crossed themselves, he 
pointed the pole their way and growled. “Our leader in the Holy City 
grants us his silent approval! We are blessed by the Lord himself. 
Who are you to turn away from your vows and deny the cause of the 
faithful?”

“Anyone who would burn the children of our Lord is no friend of 
the Church,” the oldest nun said, stepping forward. “However, should 
you wish to cast off your shackles and see your wounds healed, we 
would gladly take you in.”

Oswald spat at her. “The blood we shed keeps the Angel away. 
The spilling of the Jews has sanctified this city from even the Angel’s 
reach!”

“Better we die to an imagined spirit than to a madman. My soul is 
clean. Is yours, slaughterer of men?”

Limbs twitching, Oswald howled and lunged at her. The audacity 
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of them to question the Holy! He swung the banner at her head; her 
eyes rolled and she crumpled to the steps.

“Sister Helena!” shouted the nuns.
The street silenced. Oswald spun and stared at the bystanders who 

looked on, shock evident on their faces. “Well? Have you said your 
confessions? Are your souls clean? Will they protect you from this, or 
from the Angel as she rips your breath away?”

A string of gasps echoed behind him. He turned back to see Helena, 
unfathomably, standing with assistance. Blood pooled through her 
veil, but her eyes were alert. In her hands, she clutched a small gold 
medallion. Not a cross, as the nuns usually carried, but an amulet of 
strung gold, interwoven with bones and talons. Her eyes widened 
as she seemed to realize what she had fallen on, and she stowed the 
amulet away before anyone else noticed.

“Heretic,” Oswald hissed. “What darkness is this?”
“Only yours!” The other nuns grew courageous and blocked 

her from Oswald. “Leave these sinners,” they shouted at the crowd. 
“Would you dare strike a practitioner of the very church that heals 
your wounds?”

The crowd scattered, heads turned downward. Oswald’s fingers 
twitched from rage. “Pawns, all of you! Remember the Night of Saint 
Bartholemy,” he said, stepping back to the Flagellants. “Remember 
the flames when you sleep!” Then he slammed his banner, shouted, 
and they resumed their march.

Lucie awoke to distant screams and scrambling feet on 
cobblestones. Even drowsy, she knew what was happening. She pulled 
on a tunic and walked to the poorhouse adjoining the church where the 
nuns and monks had set up a temporary hospice; they could not risk 
drawing the Death into the infirmary.

Lucie was unsure how it was even in the city. Against Agathe’s 
instructions, she had crafted protective amulets and placed them about 
their quarter. She had even embedded several in the church itself, 
including the one that Sister Helena had stumbled upon when Oswald 
had struck her down. Helena had, thankfully, been silent since the 
incident, but Lucie had not dared place more.

She shouldn’t have needed to. She had spent weeks gathering 
vulture talons and bones, and the combined set should have, according 
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to the Picatrix, protected the entire quarter.
Except Death had appeared on their doorstep. 
Lucie entered the poorhouse and pulled a scarf about her mouth. 

The stench of blood and vomit caused her to gag. Several cots were 
already occupied. Many of the ill had pustules on their necks, some 
bled. They all writhed and moaned. 

To the far side, the church’s infirmarium moved from patient to 
patient, shaking his head and frowning. Noticing Lucie and her lack 
of medical coverings, his frown intensified, and he gestured at her to 
leave.

“I’m sorry,” Lucie whispered, backing out and closing the door 
quickly. She stumbled to a nearby tree and sank to the frozen ground. 
Her breath rose in gasps towards the sky where a quarter moon 
traversed the clear firmament.

A shadow crossed it, faintly, from the corner of her vision. She 
wiped her eyes, stared upward, and saw a pale, writhing shape descend 
towards the poorhouse. A translucent mist passed through the roof; 
moments later, the wails intensified. 

“No, no, no,” Lucie said. “Heavenly Father, by thy power—”
Before she could finish, she was thrown backwards. Disoriented 

and expecting a Flagellant attack, Lucie found her feet, only to see 
Agathe, arms outstretched, having apparently knocked her over.

“You’ll call it down on us,” Agathe said. She wasn’t wearing her 
habit and veil, but instead a rough tunic like Lucie’s, tied around her 
waist and adorned with pouches.

“Then let it come! We need to stop it. I can help.”
“You have done enough.” Agathe gestured at the poorhouse. “I 

learned about the amulets from Helena hours ago. I’ve attempted to 
remove them, but I am not sure where they are.”

“Why? We could have stopped it.”
Behind the sacrist, a blue mist diffused from the roof of the 

poorhouse. It spread to the ground where it trailed along stones, 
moving away from the church and towards the nearest buildings.

“I do not believe the Plague Angel causes the Death,” Agathe said. 
“But it is real, and it is attracted to it; the longer it lingers, the more 
pronounced the suffering. It steals the souls of those unlucky enough 
to survive. Your protective magics anger it. It is a darkness beyond 
bones and trinkets.”

“I only tried to do as you asked.”
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“You acted in anticipation of its arrival and before I could finish 
your instruction!” Agathe snapped, causing Lucie to tremble. “You 
acted on a what-could-be, and created a now-is.”

Mouth dry, Lucie shook her head and tried to stem the tears 
threatening her composure. “What can I do?”

They fell silent, the brisk air punctuated by the screams of the 
dying.

“We can try to end this, our Lord willing,” Agathe said eventually. 
She withdrew a piece of white quartz from a pouch. It glittered as if 
illuminated from within. “Let us laugh in the face of Satan, and see if 
its spawn follows.”

By the time Lucie gathered a wool cloak from her chamber and 
hurried to the church entrance, a crowd had formed outside. Agathe 
peered through a stained-glass window and frowned. 

“The Flagellants are here.” She palmed the quartz and closed her 
eyes. “Lucie, child. I am sorry if I was harsh before. I have read these 
texts, been their companion, for many years. I assumed you could do 
the same in little time. But as these months have passed, I realized I 
paid too dear a price. I am out of time to teach.” She lowered the top 
of her tunic.

Lucie gasped. The scar that had been a thin line was now a 
complex series of ebony tendrils. They crossed Agathe’s chest and 
throbbed with her heart.

“Sacrist,” Lucie whispered. “What did you do?”
“You witnessed what I did. It was necessary, although more 

permanent than I expected.” She tidied her tunic and turned. “Follow 
me.”

The door opened to the deafening sound of a panicked crowd. 
Oswald stood near the steps, back dripping with his blood, face 
speckled with the blood of other Flagellants. His eyes glittered wide 
in the torchlight.

“Sisters!” he screamed, as Lucie and Agathe stepped out. “The 
last to fall in line! Look what your patience has wrought us! You have 
cast off your veils. Have you come to atone for your sins?”

“We have come to uphold the Word of God.” Agathe’s voice 
quieted the crowd. She held the quartz to her chin. “By the Father, 
Son, and Holy Spirit, I call upon His blood and His name to heal those 
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sickened by the Death.”
“More heresy!” Spit flecked from Oswald’s lips. “This is an 

abomination to our Lord.”
The hair on Lucie’s arms raised; even bundled as she was, a bone-

rending chill ran through her body. She glanced down and saw an 
almost imperceptible mist creep along the ground towards them.

“It’s here,” Lucie whispered.
Agathe looked to the mist, then to Oswald. She dropped the quartz 

and cracked it with the heel of her boot. A blinding light exploded, 
stealing Lucie’s balance until Agathe caught her arm and pulled her 
forward in one swift motion.

“Do you feel that, spirit?” she shouted. “Come to us, then!”
They ran towards one of the Flagellant horses. Agathe and Lucie 

had no trouble pulling the stunned rider from the makeshift saddle. 
Agathe mounted and pulled Lucie up in front of her. “Take this torch. 
Keep it far from the animal’s head or it will startle. We will need it to 
see.”

“Where did you learn to ride?” Lucie asked incredulously, as 
Agathe directed the horse through the melee.

“I was not always devoted to the Lord,” the sacrist said, a smile 
creeping to her face. “Once, I was a girl like you. Proud, capable. 
Learned. I was told my behaviour was not suited to a woman, and that 
perhaps service to something greater would absolve my sins. How we 
change. I am back to a tunic and a horse, and yet here we are, on a 
proud mission to protect those in the name of God.”

A line of horses followed them shortly, the steeds urged onward 
with Flagellant whips and war cries. Their horse kept ahead, and soon 
they were out of the city gates and into the countryside.

The quarter-moon was obscured now behind clouds. Rocks and 
patches of creeping weed flickered by in the torchlight. Still, the 
shadows of horses and the mist followed them. Lucie shuddered and 
turned away, thinking it was better to keep her eyes on the ground in 
front of them instead of the known danger behind.

They eventually came upon a forest. The trees leaned into the 
wagon trails, tracing dark shapes across the ground and reducing 
the range of the torch’s light. The air echoed with Agathe’s broken 
breathing.

As the pursuing hooves grew louder, the way grew narrower. Their 
horse, exhausted from the ride, stumbled as the trees opened and they 
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approached a Roman aqueduct. Lucie screamed as she was suddenly 
thrown to the ground; a knife-like pain ran through her shoulder when 
she landed. She rolled and tried to push away the throbbing sensation, 
but it crept into her vision and temporarily stole her sight.

Agathe grunted. The horse neighed and thrashed, then fell 
strangely silent.

“Get up,” Lucie gasped at herself. “Get up!”
As her vision gradually cleared, she saw a pale outline of a woman 

standing beside the felled horse. Two crimson dots gleamed where its 
eyes should have been. Blood pooled around the animal’s head before 
it absorbed into the mist.

“Don’t move,” Agathe rasped from where she lay, clutching her 
ribs. “It smells your blood.”

Lucie felt a trickle across her face. She brushed her forehead, 
found a gash. And fear. A paralyzing numbness that worsened as she 
was unable to look away from the Angel.

Agathe reached into a pouch, but before she could act, the 
Flagellants burst from the forest. Some remained on their horses, 
others dropped to the ground, and in a swift motion, grabbed Agathe 
and bound her hands and feet. Another pair grabbed Lucie and held 
her in place.

If they saw the Angel, they gave no indication. Lucie watched as 
the spirit turned from Flagellant to Flagellant.

“Let her go,” she shouted. “We’ve done nothing!”
“You’ve done plenty,” Oswald said, appearing from behind and 

pointing at Agathe. “Torch her. We cannot allow this to continue.”
Lucie felt nauseous; they were going to burn the sacrist alive. The 

Flagellants dragged Agathe to a felled tree and bound her chest and 
waist to the trunk. Then they began to gather and pile kindling. The 
Angel snapped around and drifted towards Agathe, as if sensing her 
impending death.

The womens’ eyes met in the dim light; Agathe was calmer than 
Lucie could have imagined. She bent her wrist against the bindings as 
if gesturing to Lucie; in her hand were three hand-wrought, square, 
pig-iron nails.

“Only the brightest light can stifle the dark,” Agathe said, so softly 
Lucie could barely hear. “Only a life freely given can stop death.”

And then, Lucie understood why Agathe had not struggled when 
the Flagellants had caught her.
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“Wicked spirit, come to me,” Agathe said, her voice strengthening. 
“Feel the force of trinity. Teacher, student, darkness, three, smite thy 
strength and bound you be.”

Lucie pulled away from her captors and stumbled towards the 
sacrist. The Flagellants cackled and tossed torches into the kindling. It 
began to smoke until curled twigs and bark became flames.

“You want to burn too, girl?” they shouted.
Eyes burning from the smoke, shoulder aching from the fall, 

Lucie took the nails from Agathe. Scripture came to her unbidden. 
Instructions for sacrifice, and how to summon the Holy Spirit. She 
whispered the words and set a nail in each of the woman’s palms; 
with a shorn, flaming branch, she drove both into her flesh. Agathe 
screamed and grimaced.

The Angel drew closer. The flames towered until they surrounded 
them.

“Burn the both of you,” Oswald shouted, launching a final torch 
into the mix. “Take your heresy to Hell.”

Fingers shaking, Lucie brought the final nail to bear over Agathe’s 
chest. She set the tip and shuddered, as tears cascaded down her cheeks 
and onto the woman’s tunic.

“We were meant to find each other,” Agathe whispered. “You 
were a fine student. Now I leave this to you.”

The Angel lunged. Lucie closed her eyes and drove the nail into 
her teacher’s heart. There was a momentary calm, warmth, and then 
nothing.

Lucie awoke under the quarter-moon. The clouds had vanished, 
and aside from lingering smoke, there was no indication there had 
been a fire. Mind muddled, she glanced about for the Angel or the 
Flagellants. They had disappeared, as had the tree where Agathe—

In place of the tree stood a thin, pig-iron pillar. Incredulous, 
Lucie walked towards it, then ran her fingers across its surface. It was 
very cold, and had she not known it had been created that night, she 
would have guessed it had been there a very long time. Smooth and 
unnaturally perfect.

A nail, she realized. One large enough to bind the Plague Angel. 
Smelted by blood, hardened by the Lord.

An unseasonably warm wind brushed Lucie’s face, drying her 
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tears. Countless feelings swirled within her, too many to understand 
at once. The loss of the woman who had cared for her. Her horrible 
underestimation of the principles of the Spirit. And Agathe’s final 
words, spoken with a deeply entrenched love, as gentle as the wind.

Now I leave this to you.
Lucie turned from the final iron resting place of her Sister and 

began the walk back to Cologne. The Angel was bound, but if Agathe 
was correct, the city would still be filled with the sick.

She had much studying to do.▪

Author’s Note: The Flagellants, Plague Angel legend, and Fire/
Night of Saint Bartholemy were real, as are the spellbooks mentioned 
by Agathe. You can still find Der Eiserner Mann (The Iron Man) in the 
Kotternforst.
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